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241191120743818 241192120663283 241193120910579 241194171095294 241194260822863
241191120814100 241192150938732 241194131060724 241194191047421 241194260839613
241191120832503 241192170775043 241194150644065 241194191076089 241194261071775
241191120927331 241192191115932 241194150893952 241194191085475 241194261118560
241191130777349 241192240869356 241194150958582 241194240242183 241194270531808
241191131029666 241192261015045 241194151018269 241194240342842 241194300185251
241191240001589 241192300251749 241194171035140 241194240371257 241195190388377
241191240280059 241193120779784 241194171071385 241194260763551 241195260435268

Date : 26 September 2023                                                                                                                          Chairman/RRB/Mumbai

1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Additional  Document Verification (ADV 4) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 5, based on the 2nd stage CBT held on 
09.05.2022  and Typing Skill Test held on 12.08.2022 and 27.08.2022 and the priority for various posts furnished by them in the online application. This list of shortlisted candidates for ADV 4 is published in the websites of 
RRBs, subject to availability of eligible candidates. The result of balanced vacancies will be published in due course.
2.0: The Additional Document Verification (ADV 4) will be held on 05.10.2023  and  Block date for absent candidates is on 10.10.2023. The candidates scheduled for ADV 4 will get an email to download their e-call letter 
from RRB Mumbai Website. 
3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of ADV 4 , they will have to undergo Initial Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB Mumbai. The candidates are 
required to come prepared to stay for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for ADV 4 and medical examination.No second chance 
for initial medical examination will be given if the candidate remain absent on the scheduled date for the medical examination.
4.0: The shortlisted candidates for ADV 4 should produce all the original documents along with one set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.
5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the data 
furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document 
Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
6.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Additional  Document Verification 4 RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes. RRB 
regrets for the inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.
7.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and 
the selection is based purely on the merit of the candidates.
8.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.
9.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Additional Document Verification 4 which is fixed on 05.10.2023 are arranged in ascending order and not in the order of merit.  
10.0: Those candidates who cannot attend DV on nominated day due to certain/genuine inescapable reason and willing/ not willing to attend DV on block date need to upload the format/candidates decalration which is 
annexed as annexure 'A'

Roll Number of Shortlisted candidates (ADV 4) for 7th CPC Level in ascending order (not in order of merit)
Level 5

--------End of List--------
Total Number of candidates shortlisted : 40
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CEN 01/2019 – NTPC  (GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE POSTS)
List of Candidates shortlisted for Additional Document Verification 4 (Pay Level-5)



                                             Annexure- A 
 
 
                         Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai 
                                          CEN-01/2019 (NTPC) 
               Undertaking to be furnished by the candidate for   
                                 attending/not attending  DV 
 

I,  --------------------------  S/o /D/o . --------------------------  have 
been shortlisted for Pay Level ------- of CEN-01/2019 (NTPC Graduate 
& Undergraduate posts) and instructed to attend DV on -------------------. 

 
However I could not attend the DV on ----------------. I will attend/ 

will not attend (Strike out which is not applicable) DV on Block Date 
i.e. ----------------- .  

 
I also declare that, I will not have any claim whatsoever in future.  

  
  
 
 
 
                                                                  Signature of the candidate 
                                                                  Roll No.- 
                                                                  Name- 
                                                                  Mobile No.- 


